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EVERTEC, MUCH MORE THAN TECHNOLOGY
Transcends with its 10 years of environmental commitment
San Juan, Puerto Rico, April 21, 2017 – Through its environmental program Revolución Naranja,
Evertec has demonstrated the strength of its commitment to the conservation of the environment.
The company has not only been able to carry out strategic alliances, established parking spaces for
hybrid cars, held over 70 educational activities, but also collected in 10 years, along with its
employees, over 3,949, 500 pounds of recycled material in its Recycling Drop-Off Center.
"The protection of the environment is one of the three pillars of our Corporate Social Responsibility
Program. Revolución Naranja was created in Evertec in 2007 in order to protect the environment
and educate our employees about its importance. After 10 years, we are excited to see its impact
and achievements. Today, we have a solid program that has allowed us to create initiatives in our
operations that reduce our environmental footprint and impact to the environment. Today, we have a
robust program that has allowed us to create initiatives in our operations that reduce our
environmental footprint and impact to the environment” said Guillermo Rospigliosi, executive vicepresident of Product, Marketing and Innovation at Evertec. He added, that much of the success is
due to a group of employee volunteers, known as Escuadrón Naranja. "We are proud to show that
together with our employees, we are reaching our goal of making a change in favor of the
environment and our communities."
For years Evertec has also been supporting environmental initiatives such as the International
Cleaning of Coasts of Scuba Dogs Society and Earth Hour. Their alliances includes: Para La
Naturaleza, Iron Mountain, and RE de Puerto Rico Corp, among others. "Evertec practices of
environmental awareness and the commitment that they have with their program Revolución
Naranja are excellent modalities which contribute to promote the awareness of protecting our planet.
The contribution of Evertec to our volunteer program, as well as many other efforts that we work
together are examples of this commitment", said Fernando Lloveras San Miguel, President of Para
la Naturaleza.
It should be noted that Revolución Naranja received the award for excellence in environmental
protection, special category of sustainability and environmental awareness of the Puerto Rico
Manufacturers Association.
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